Peer Reviews

YES!
System Reviews
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Monitoring
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We are Focused on Peer Reviews
Porte Brown welcomes the opportunity to conduct other CPA firms’ peer
reviews-from sole proprietors to multi state, multi partner firms performing
the most complex engagements.
Only our best auditors qualify to become a Porte Brown peer reviewer.
With our best people working with your firm you are assured an efficient,
productive and above all-quality enhancing peer review.
Plus you’ll receive the added value of:
• Our review team informally passing on suggestions for improved
operating processes and techniques to enhance revenue and lower
costs. (Porte Brown is recognized as a leader in this area.)
• Learning best practices of other firms we have reviewed over the
past 30 years.
Does Porte Brown have experience with
performing peer reviews? YES!
The Partner assigned to conduct peer
review services for our firm has performed
more than 600 peer reviews of CPA firms
nationwide, served as chairperson of the
State Peer Review Committee and member
of the Peer Review Executive Committee.
We would like the opportunity to learn more
about your specific challenges.

• Our willingness to mentor your people who want to become peer
reviewers.
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At Porte Brown, our strength lies in our experience.
Our team includes:
 Certified Public Accountants (CPA)
 Chartered Global Management Accountants (CGMA)
 Certified Construction Industry Financial Professionals (CCIFPs)
 Certified Valuation Analysts (CVA)

Our Peer Review Process

 Certified Exit Planning Advisor (CEPA)
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The goal of the Porte Brown peer
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review process is to promote quality in
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the accounting and auditing services
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provided by CPA firms. This goal
serves the public interest and enhances
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the significance of CPA firms in the
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communities they serve. Porte Brown
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has consistently received the highest
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ratings on its own peer reviews. We
understand the peer review process
from beginning to end, which helps
guide firms through the tedious peer
review process. We perform peer
reviews for accounting firms in Illinois,
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Indiana and Ohio.

Accounting & Business Software Solutions
In addition to our traditional accounting services, our technology experts help clients
select software, build systems with customized programs and reports, and provide
onsite staff training and support. Our consultants are degreed accountants who have
technical knowledge of numerous accounting software packages.
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